The existence of the majority of microorganisms in the form of three-dimensional associates on the phase interface provides significant advantages as compared with unicellular planktonic ones. There is a strong similarity in properties of biofilms and malignant tumors that allows considering the latter ones as some kind of biofilms. Such point of view facilitates our understanding of some features of carcinogenesis and provides perspective directions in the prevention of metastases.
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The most widely distributed form of life Arthur Kornberg noted once, that multicellular organisms, including mammals, are the rare exclusion in the world that belongs to microorganisms [1] . Up to 95-99% of them exist in natural environments in the form of biofilms [2] . In other words, biofilms represent the most widely distributed and successful model of life on the Earth [2] . According to the universally acknowledged definition, they are aggregates of microorganisms in which cells are frequently embedded in a self-produced matrix of extracellular polymeric substances that are adherent to each other and/or surface [3] . All higher organisms, including humans, are colonized by microorganisms that form biofilms, which can be associated with persistent infections in plants and animals, and with contamination of medical devices and implants [5] . What are the advantages of associated form of microorganisms' life in contrary to quite rare free planktonic one? These advantages have to be extremely significant because they determine the choice of biofilm's form of life by immeasurable diversity of microorganisms. Unfortunately, the same advantages were suitable for multicellular organisms with the grave consequences for the latter.
wet weight, and typically comprise many species. As a rule, biofilms are formed in flow system in the presence of the necessary growth substrates. A further source of heterogeneity is the ability of cells to undergo differentiation, which can be triggered by local conditions, and to coordinate life cycles that include stagespecific expression of genes and proteins. That is typical for the growth and development of microorganisms in spatially heterogeneous systems. The emergent properties of biofilm communities comprise novel structures, activities, patterns and properties that arise during their growth that leads to the formation of self-organized complex system [4] . There is an opinion that the key condition for the biofilms formation is the presence of some factor which suppresses significantly the growth of individual microorganisms [5] . This point of view has the right to exist, although often in the absence of adverse factors microorganisms are still inclined to form biofilms. The list of hostile factors seems to be endless and contains innumerous chemical toxicants, antibiotics, oxygen reactive species, metal ions, ionic force, temperature, pH, detergents and desiccation. The list of has to be supplemented by more complicated defensive systems when we consider microorganisms living inside multicellular organisms. All these factors suppress the development of separate microorganisms and lead to the formation of biofilms. There are a lot of processes both at molecular and cellular levels that promote the intercellular association. Thus, the influence of an unfavorable factor alters the normal metabolism of microorganisms. This leads to the production of significant number of abnormal proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates that may be evaluated as some kind of endogenous intoxication at the simplest, unicellular level [6] . It is known that proteins with imbalanced or incomplete structures interact with outer cell membranes by quite rigid rules, which leads to the anchoring of hydrophobic residues inside membrane where as the positively charged ones were directed inside the cell ("positiveinside" rule [7] ). Such allocation creates even ideal conditions for non-enzymatic glycosylation, or rather for interaction of intracellular part of the protein with numerous carbonylcontaining compounds, whose content in the cell increases sharply when cell is exposed to unfavorable factors. At the same time glycation of the protein intracellular part creates preconditions for exposure of bulky and chemically active carbohydrate derivatives on the cell surface. The following growth of extracellular cover may pass by well-known mechanisms of advanced glycation end products (AGEs) self-assembling with the formation of numerous intermolecular and intercellular bounds. In addition, non-functional glycation is a wellrecognized inducer of the conformational rearrangement of the protein molecules into β-fold structures that are capable of self-assembly into amyloid-like fibrils [8, 9] . Formation of such mixed cover on the outer cell membrane protects to some extent the cell from the contact with hostile environment and persists at mitotic division to both newly formed cells. These and similar associative processes support the mutual adhesion of dividing cells and the formation of an extracellular polymeric substance (EPS). Evidently the given examples are far from the exhausting of the set of the processes that lead to the formation of threedimensional cells' coat, but even they are enough for the transformation into autochtonic parametabolic process that outruns cells division. At such look the community of freeborn microbes may be recognized as the miserable lump of the clayed poor fellows, that by the skin of their teeth survive in the hostile habitat. However, EPS isn't a simply amorphous gel that is composed by polysaccharides, lipopolysaccharides, and glycoproteins, but instead has a highly ordered three-dimensional structure that contributes to its function and emergent properties [10] [11] [12] . It provides the protection of microorganisms, redistribution of nutrients between individual cell layers and accumulation of active intracellular components in inaccessible for free microorganisms concentrations. EPS accumulates inside the matrix innumerous substances that may be inactivated or transformed into nutrients by various enzymes, that were secreted by cells and immobilized in EPS' net. All these properties transform the EPS matrix in some kind of external digestion system [13] .
Survivorship bias at microbial level
There is no consensus on the causes of phenotypic variation of microorganisms at the biofilm forming. Some components of the extracellular polymeric substances may be mutagenic. The horizontal gene transfer may be also possible due to enriching the genome of compactly grouped microorganisms by various inclusions of extracellular DNA [4, 5] . The exchange on genetic information may play a notable role in the intercellular interactions in biofilm, but in clean and feed-abundant conditions such enrichments are at best useless and mutant forms lose to normal one, lag behind in the dynamics of reproduction and eventually disappear. Contrary, under the influence of an unfavorable factor, some (the rarest) change in the genome prove to be useful, ensuring to mutant form advantages in surviving and multiplication over an original form. It is impossible to exclude the possibility of evolutionarily formed permanent phenotype dispersion with an unchanged genotype. Pheno ty pic plasticity seems to be the most important prerequisite for survival. The community of the cells that are phenotypically different among themselves proves to be more adapted to survival and reproduction under the influence of any unfavorable factor. The plasticity of the phenotype is also necessary for the formation of internal layers of biofilm under conditions that differ from both an ideal pure medium and conditions of habitation of the outer layers of the forming film. Thus, at certain thickness of the outer layer the transition from aerobic metabolism to anaerobic one becomes in demand. No less useful are the abilities to supply catabolites of the outer la yers' cells, extracellular polymeric substance, died or less aggressive cells, and even the material of the supporting surface [4, 14] . Biofilms' habitat conditions predetermine an increase of aggressiveness and intensive production of lytic enzymes. The expansion of new food base supports the domination of the fittest iso-forms. Less successful cells as well as that ones which got under annoying conditions, are eliminated by more luckier relatives and bacteriophages [15] . In this way, spontaneously but regularly, feeding cavities, chanels, and pores are forming. Deepening the cells' differentiation by the biofilm development leads to the formation of subpopulations with properties that are very different from the free form of the same cells. As a result, the concept has emerged of the special "biofilm phenotype", which in community is less sensitive for the influence of the corresponding unfavorable factors [4, 16] . There is no doubt that the formation of "winning" lines is not a single act of creation, but proceeds permanently, with a constant rejection of less adapted forms. Therefore, the consideration of the formation of biofilms as a purposeful process is a typical example of a systematic survivorship bias -accounting for winning cases without considering the many losers. Of the many phenotypic forms that are formed, only those ones whose phenotype contributes to survival and reproduction under the yoke of an unfavorable factor or changed environmental conditions are observable. Both the initial planktonic form, and innumerous ones with useless or harmful changes of phenotype, lose in distribution and, as a result, lose in representation. But this doesn't mean that they are still not forming. From this point of view the systematically formed failure forms are an indispensable condition for the adaptation and survival of society as a whole. There is nothing unusual in this, if notify that microbes are the product of the selection during the myriad generations. The formation of the aggregate isn't a consequence of the sticking together of individual cells, but is the result of proliferation of the cellular forms which were more adapted to the given conditions. On these reasons biofilms are neither "fortresses" nor "cities", but they are the result of rigid selection of cells by phenotype conformity or inconsistency for the changed habi tat conditions.
Under the pressure of the immune system
For obvious reasons, the features of biofilms' existence inside the higher organisms are of increased interest. The main feature of this coexistence is the presence of powerful protective systems designed to neutralize or remove the alien inclusions from the body. In this case, the recognition of «one's own» and «others» is determined by the presence or absence on the cells' surface of structural groups that don't conform to the structural rules adopted in this particular biological system [17] . One can confidently identify three key strategies for the survival of microorganisms under similar circumstances. The simplest and most successful one is based on the reaching of the maximal correspondence of the cell's surface to the structural rules adopted by multicellular proprietary organism. This strategy is the typical one for most obligate microorganisms that live in biofilms whose outer layer doesn't cause noticeable reaction of the host's defensive systems. A more complex case is represented by microorganisms that change antigenic determinants of the surface after the forming of a full-scale immune response to them. Such strategy is quite videspread among various bacterias and protosoas, which in contrast to Leopard may change their spots. For example, an African trypanosomias (Trypanosoma brucel) makes such transformations up to 20 times, that finally leads to the death of the host [18] . In such cases the decisive demands are the phenotypic plasticity and rigid selection of forms that were acceptable for changing environmental conditions. In some cases microorganisms may minimize the impact of immune system by formation of a kind of smoke barragen by intensive biosynthesis of the substances, which interaction with environmental components leads to the formation of immunogenic compounds with corresponding redistribution of the immune system's action. All the noted strategies do not contradict to each other and may be used together. So, Strepto coccus pyogenes and Staphylococcus aureus are typical obligate microorganisms existing in the form of biofilms. They do not create any problems for the carrier at the normal functioning of the immune system. However, both of them produce intensively the proteins, that initiate activative processes resulting in the formation of significant amounts of immunogenic derivatives. Thus, streptokinase produced by Streptococcus pyogenes forms a complex with plasminogen circulating in the bloodstream. Such a complex, in turn, activates other molecules of plasminogen to free plasmin that is immediately blocked by α 2 -an ti plasmin. The plasmin-α 2 -antiplasmin complex is recognized by clearance systems as a protein to be eliminated immediately [19] . Staphylo co ccus aureus produces staphylokinase that acts similarly, even in some simplified manner. Both proteins possess little immunogenicity and are not needed for their cells-producers in itself, but derivatives of these proteins redistribute substantially the influence of immune system from producer cells. That leads to the survival of the latter in a state of quasi-stationary equilibrium with the host organism. Meanwhile, the weakening of immune system caused by any reasons reduces the restrictions of microorganisms' growth, that leads to the hard consequences.
… let slip the dogs …
Mutual negative interactions of the familiar cells have also been observed in biofilms. Competition between cells inside biofilms can involve various killing mechanisms, such as those using antibiotics, bacteriocins, or extracellular membrane vesicles (which can contain enzymes that kill or impede the growth of competiting organisms), or strategies that compromise growth, such as nutrient depletion or the inhibition of quorum sensing [4, 20] . Thus, the binary biofilm is formed by two Rumi noso ccus species, one of which forms a bacteriocin active against the other [21] . For the same reasons biofilms release significant amount of substances that inhibit the growth and reproduction of free planktonic forms as well as those ones which were pulled out by the biofilm on the late stage of maturation. These substances play the role of some kind of selfproduced adverse factor. That is why the possibilities of free cells' spreading with following forming new biofilms are determined by the complex of external unfavorable factors, by the ability of plankton forms for mutual binding, and by the availability of a substrate suitable for the primary sorption. No less significant is the ability of these microorganisms to retain certain phenotypic acquisitions irrespective of the initial conditions. That is why some phenotypes become even impossible to selfpropagation in the absence of hostile factor and are doomed to disappear. On the contrary, some other biofilm-origin microorganisms survive at returning to a free planktonic state, or rather, when dividing cells pass through this stage. That is the cause of the endless race between the spread of diseases which infectious agents became resistant to some antibio-tics and the development of qualitatively new drugs, for which the resistance has not been formed yet. In some cases the weakening of the master's organism counteraction leads to the spread of biofilm formed cellular iso-forms with increased aggressiveness and altered nutrient speci fi ci ty. Therefore, the transformation of known obligate microorganisms at the weakening of the immune system into the hard damaging factor is natural and inevitable. Together with the previously developed resistance to antibiotics, this transformation can be lethal for the host.
Too much coincidences to be casual
The concept of biofilms has been proposed recently -in the mid-1980s [22] . It is widespread mainly among microbiologists, infectious disease specialists, biotechnologists and ecologists, whereas for the numerous representatives of other branches of biological and medical sciences it remains as a kind of exo tics that is very far from their interests. However, even the simplest comparison of the regularities of formation and development of biofilms and malignant tumors is striking by similarity. In both cases we are dealing with the formation of three-dimensional associates of cells, which differ sharply from the environment. Whatever the reasons for the formation of malignant cells, a metabolic disorder is accompanied by a massive contamination of the outer cell membrane by the binding of the diverse extracellular material. This, on one hand, causes a regular reaction of the immune system, that may be considered as the powerful unfavorable factor that promotes the formation of the biofilm. On the other hand, high reactivity of the surface carbohydrate components provides both mutual recognition of tumor cells and endotheliocytes' surface, ensuring primary adhesion of tumor cells to the endothelium of the vessels of the target organ that is the key stage of metastasis [23, 24] . At the same time, the material adsorbed on the cell surface initiates a cascade of activative processes, that lead to the cleavage of surrounding tissues, the development of oxidative stress and other processes resulting in the formation of significant amounts of various abnormal metabolites [25] . Some of them, forming and accumulating in the tumor tissue in concentrations which are unattainable for a single cell, cause an unpredictable cascades of cells' transformations with a rigid selection of formed cellular isoforms according to the criteria considered above for the biofilms. Other components contribute to the tumor survival by damaging surrounding tissues and reducing the impact of the immune system by smoke screen of damaged proteins. The intercellular stroma of the tumor is a typical extracellular polymeric substance by both: its content and functions [26] . The presence of β-structured protein aggregates in stroma's composition is also understandable and is similar for the cases of biofilms and for some other tissues with disturbed metabolism [7] . It is worth to underline, that the formation of β-stacked protein aggregates in the living body in itself leads to severe consequences associated with the disruption of the normal functioning of a number of biological systems. A special group of tumor-producing substan ces are the tumors' restrictors, that more or less effectively block the interactions essential for metastasis and invasion [27, 28] . Similarly to biofilms, the reaching of the three-dimensional tumor's size causes the cells' differentiation, formation of feeding vessels and changes in the character and intensity of the local metabolism. Thus, the increase in growth factors expression is the typical tumors feature and may be caused by phenotypic differentiation. At the same time the development of nonfunctional proteolysis, which is typical for malignant processes, leads to the activation of growth factors followed by intensification of angiogenesis, which is typical for tumor development, too [29] . All these alterations are not a directional process, but are the result of a complex of processes leading to the formation of phenotype-different forms with subsequent selection according to the criterion of the ability to survive and divide under permanently changing conditions.
The marked analogy of the processes of formation of biofilms and malignant neoplasms makes it possible to draw several conclusions that can have practical significance. If to examine tumor as a kind of a mature biofilm, the high phenotypic plasticity of the tumors' cellular society complicates significantly, if not excludes completely, the blocking of the malignant process by the body itself. The same reasons cause the formation of chemotherapyresistant forms similarly to the formation of antibiotic-resistant biofilms. Thus, the formation of cytostatics-resistant tumor cells is caused by a change in the lipid composition of their outer membranes, leading to decrease in permeability for cis-platin and doxorubicin [30, 31] . At the same time, resistance to liposomal forms of these cytostatics has not been detected, which clearly indicates the advisability of using preparations with enhanced membrane permeability in the treatment of recurrent oncological diseases [31, 32] . The process of metastasis is mediated by the stage of formation of a "floating island" of malignant cells [23] . By the analogy with the mechanisms of formation and development of biofilms, it it is possible to suppose that in this state the conglomerate of malignant cells is the most vulnerable. It is known that only a small part of malignant cells circulating in the bloodstream is capable of anchoring with the subsequent formation of a tumor. In other words, the limiting stage of the metastasis is the binding of floating cells to suitable landing sites on the intima of blood vessels. Similarly to the biofilm-forming processes, this process is limi ted by a number of tumor-produced substances that block the binding sites and bounded groups, which are responsible for cells' sorption. The elimination of tumor removes these blocking compounds, thus creating the prerequisites for relapse. This necessitates the postoperative use of angiostatins, trombospondins and similar substances for limitation of undesirable sorptive processes. An important consequence of the formation of antimetastatic-resistance is the increase in the aggressiveness of cells, which is associated with activity of the proteolytic enzymes. Thus, for cytos tatics-resistant cells more than triple increase in trypsin-like activity was shown [33] . By analo gy with the mechanisms of biofilm development, such increase in aggressiveness is a direct consequence of the selection of more aggressive cellular isoforms, which are more adapted for surviving under the pressure of more complicated complex of unfavorable factors. It is worth to emphasize that proteolytic enzymes formed due to non-functional activation are structurally damaged and can't be blocked by the protein inhibitors of blood circulation. This encourages the search for biocompatible inhibitors of proteinases, that are different in the mechanism of action from ineffective natural ones. For these reasons the experimental work on the suppression of recurrence by protein inhibitors of thrombin from the leech salivary glands deserve attention [34, 35] . It seems that such drugs may not only effectively prevent the development of postoperative thromboses, but also have significant antimetastatic effects.
Conclusions
The presented data testify for a possible similarity of the processes of the formation of biofilms and malignant tumors. It also follows that the formation of multicellular anomalies is largely mediated by the action of a complex of non-enzymatic processes. The components of this complex of reactions proceed autochthonically and independently, but their total action ensures the survival of more adapted cellular forms. Such an order is disastrous for less adapted cells, but it ensures the survival of society as a whole. In both cases, the formation and development of a multicellular associate is a consequence of a complex of biochemical and biophysical processes, that lead to the permanent formation of phenotypically different forms with permanent selection according to the changing environment, which is permanent, too. In the mature state both biofilms and tumors have increased resistance to a variety of unfavorable factors. Therefore, the suppression of undesirable processes is more effective at the early stages of their development that leads to the search for ways to influence on the less resistant early forms. Both biofilms and tumors produce substances that limit the spread of the free forms of corresponding cells. That is why the usage of these substances is necessary after tumor elimination. At the same time free cells' forms are more vulnerable for the substances, that are able to limit their aggressivity. The acquired resistance to one unfavorable factor is useless in relation to another one, that differs by mechanism of action. Accounting of these considerations seems to be worth of attention for the search of effective approaches for suppression of the malignant neoplasm development. One can not but agree with the opinion that in the study of the genesis of biofilms there are more questions than answers. The same can be said about the mechanisms of tumor formation and development. However, in both cases the expressed role of a complex of non-enzymatic reactions is traced, whose resulting effect leads to the formation of a stable multicellular associate.
